Abstruct-We consider a wireless sensor network made of sensor nodes capable of sensing and communication, relay nodes capable of communication, and base stations responsible for collecting data generated by sensor nodes, to be deployed in sensor field, We address the problem of placing the sensor nodes, relay nodes and base stations in the sensor field such that (i) each point of interest in the sensor field is covered by a subset of sensors of desired cardinality (ii) the resulting sensor network is connected and (iii) the sensor network has sufficient bandwidth.
Distributed sensor networks, designed to monitor andfor control the surrounding environmental phenomena, have the potential to revolutionize many applications. A sensor network consists of sensor nodes and one or more base stations. Sensor nodes generate, process, and forward data (via intermediate sensor nodes) to base stations. Among the major design challenges in the design of sensor networks is the efficient utilization of resources available to sensor nodes such as scarce bandwidth and limited energy supply. In applications such as surveillance, target tracking and intrusion detection, the strategic placement of sensor nodes in the sensor field can greatly enhance the sensing quality, reduce the cost and minimize the energy consumption, thereby increasing lifetimes of sensor nodes.
Depending on properties of sensing devices, terrain and application scenarios, the sensing capabilities of sensor nodes can be modeled as reliable (precise) or unreliable (imprecise).
In the unreliable sensing model, a sensing/detection probability is assigned to each reading which characterizes the level of confidence in the reading. In the reliable detection model readings within the sensing range are assumed to be precise. The area in which a sensor can perform its sensing, monitoring, surveillance and detection tasks with of sensing/detection probabilities within that area) is known as the coverage area. The union of coverage areas of individual sensors is the coverage area of a sensor network. Coverage areas can be irregular and can be location dependent due to the obstructions in the terrain e.g. sensors deployed for indoor applications, in urban and hilly areas [I 3. The coverage area may also depend on the target, e.g. a sensor might be able to detect smaller targets from short distances and bigger targets from long distances.
The degree of the sensing coverage required depends on the application [2] . Covering every location with multiple sensors can provide robustness. Some applications may require the preferential coverage of critical locations based on risk or tactical importance [I] . The coverage requirements can also change with time due to changes in environmental conditions, e.g. the visibility can vary due to fog or smoke. A low degree of coverage might be sufficient in normal circumstances but, when a critical event is sensed, a high degree of coverage may be desired in that area 121.
It is desirable to achieve the required degree of coverage and robustness with the minimum number of active sensor nodes to minimize cost, interference and information redundancy [2], [3] . However, due to the limited range of the wireless communication and obstacles such as buildings, walls and trees, the minimum number of sensor nodes required for the coverage may not guarantee the connectivity of the resulting sensor network. Some technologies require the transmitter and the receiver to be in the line-of-sight, e.g. Infra-red, Ultrasound f41. Therefore, a sensor node placement strategy must take connectivity and wireless channel bandwidth limitation (communication bottlenecks) into consideration when deciding on where to place sensor nodes.
Since the sensor nodes have limited energy supplies, a sensor node placement strategy, which minimizes the energy consumed in communication or maximizes the time till the required degree of coverage is maintained, is highly desirable.
In this paper, we propose several deployment strategies which determine the optimal placements of sensor nodes, relay nodes and base stations for guaranteed coverage, connectivity, bandwidth and robustness. The placement problems for reliable as well as probabilistic detection models are formulated as ILPs. The proposed strategies are compared using simulations. Set of critical points in the sensor field. Set of feasible sites for sensors and relays. Set of feasible sites for base stations.
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1 > 0 Lifetime of the network (i.e. time till the required degree of coverage is maintained). In the following sections we assume that sensor readings are reliable. In section IX we extend our ILP formulations for probabilistic sensing model.
IV. MINIMUM SENSOR PLACEMENT (MSP)
Given a set of critical points to be covered, a set of feasible sites for the sensor placement, sensing areas of sensors to be placed at feasibie sites, parameter Qm If Qm = 1. Vm f: Q then the above problem is an instance of the set cover problem. The set cover problem is a well known NP-complete problem for sub-sets of size 3 or more.
v. MINIMUM C O S T PLACEMENT (MCP)
The objective is to achieve desired degree of coverage at the minimum total cost while being able to deliver all the data packets generated by sensors to base stations without exceeding the link and the node capacities. Let a, p, y denote the cost of a sensor, a relay and a base station respectively. Formally, the problem can be stated as follows.
The first set of constraints (2a) ensures flow conservation at each sensor and relay, The second constraint (2b) ensures that the base stations receive all the data generated by sensor nodes. The sum of incoming and outgoing flow through a senodrelay should not exceed its capacity and this is ensured by the third set of constraints (2c). The fourth set of constraints (2d) ensures that each critical point m E \E is covered by at least & , 2 1 sensors. The fifth constraint (2e) limits the maximum number of base stations that can be deployed. The sixth sei of constraints (20 ensures that a sensor and a relay, both are not deployed at the same feasible site. Note that this 'Some of these constraints are mentioned for clarity.
VI. MINIMUM ENERGY PLACEMENT (MEP)
Energy efficiency is a primary concern in the design of a wireless sensor network. Since a significant amount of energy is consumed in transmitting high volume of data generated by sensors, one objective is to minimize total energy consumed in communication.
Subject io all the constraints of the MCP problem plus the following consmhts.
The constraint in (3a) limits the number of relays that can be deployed. The interference caused by neighboring nodes can be reduced by limiting the number of neighbors a sensor/relay can have as shown in (3b). If desired, the base stations can be counted as neighbors by adding the term &j:jEnil rj on the left hand side of the set of constraints in (3b).
VII. MAXIMUM LIFETIME PLACEMENT (MLP)
In sensor networks the predominant traffic is the data traffic from sensors to base stations. The nodes dose to the base stations forward significantly higher number of packets. Thus nodes close to base stations deplete their energies faster than the nodes that are far away. We define the network lifetime as the time till the required degree of coverage is maintained. It is desirable to place nodes such that the network lifetime is maximized.
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The constraints in the optimization model are nonlinear because they involve products of variables. In order to linearke the constraints, we divide both sides of constraints involving variable 1 by 1 > 0. We introduce a new variable i io replace 1/1. This will linearize all the constraints except (4d). To linearize (a), we rephce E -xi -i + E . yi . with E +
1.
This transformation is valid because at least one of the binary variables and yi must be 0 (see 4i). When both z i and yi are 0 then set of constraints in (4d) are equivalent to the set of constraints in (4k) and in (41). Maximizing the lifetime (1) in the above problem is equivalent to minimizing 1 in the transformed ILP problem.
VIII. MAXIMUM UTILIZATION PLACEMENT (MUP)
In order to improve the lifetime of the network MLP places many nodes close to the base station(s). This may result in poor utilization of network resources and increased cost. It is highly desirable to maximize the network lifetime while deploying a reasonable number of nodes. The network utilization (NU} is defined as 
Ix. PLACEMENT PROBLEM FOR UNRELIABLE/PROBABILiSTTC DETECTION MODEL
A probabilistic sensiiigldetection model is useful when the sensor readings are unreliable. Let p i m denote the probability that an event occumng at a critical point m E P is sensed/detected by a sensor placed at the feasible site i E G5. The goal is to place the minimum number of sensors in the sensor field such that an event occurring at any critical point m E Q is detected with a prot)ability of at least 0,. Due to the preferentia1 coverage requirements, different critical points can have different threshold detection probabilities.
(. *E@,} Clearly, the problem is non-linear because the first set of constraints in (6a) involves product of variables. Simplifying the constraint and taking log of both sides of the constraint will result into the following set of inequality constraint. 1 -p,,, . It) 5 log(1 -0,) vm E 0 Note that if xi is zero then log(l -pim -zl) is zero and if xi is one then log(1 -p i , .xi) is log(1 -pim) . The above set of non-linear constraint can be converted into the following set of linear constraint. The ILP formulations studied in the previous sections can be easily extended for a probabilistic detection model by transforming non-linear constraints into linear constraints as shown above.
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x. COMMUNICATION MODEL
In adaptive transmission power model, the transmitter is capable of adjusting its signal power leveI such that the energy consumed in transmission is minimized while maintaining acceptable signal to noise ratio at the receiver, In constant transmission power model, the transmitter transmits with a constant signal power.
The energy consumed in transmission includes the energy consumed in internal processing (distance independent) and the energy consumed in amplifying the signal to achieve acceptable signal to noise ratio at a receiver (distance dependent). The energy consumed in receiving/generating a bit is the same in both models which is given by
XI. SIMULATION RESULTS
A sensor field of size 100 m x 100 m is divided into a uniform grid of 21 x 21. The grid points represent the critical points to be covered and the feasible sites for sensors as well as relays. Four feasible sites for base stations are located as denotes that the formulation uses the adaptive transmission power model. The first set of experiments (see Table I ) compares the number of sensors required by each scheme for various coverage requirements (Qmin). To restrict the comparison to sensors, no relays are deployed (RL,,, = 0 and N, , , Table I may not be optimal4.
Results in Table. I indicate that the minimum number of sensors required for coverage (MSP) increases linearly with Qmin. Note that the graph induced by the wireless connectivity of the sensors (deployed by MSP) is connected and the resulting network has sufficient bandwidth. Therefore, the number of sensors required by MSP and MCP are the same.
In MEP, MLP and MUP, placing additional sensors (in addition to the minimum sensors required for the coverage, connectivity and bandwidth) can save the energy and improve the objective function. However, additional sensors generate data which consume energy. In MEP, placing additional sensors is advantageous if the energy saved in transmission is more than energy consumed by additional data in reaching the base station.
The nodes close to base stations are overloaded with forwarding tasks and their lifetimes are significantly shorter than the lifetimes of other nodes. MLP and MUP attempt to improve the lifetimes of these nodes by placing many nodes close to base stations.
In MLP, additional sensors can be placed if the energy consumed by additional data does not decrease the network lifetime. Therefore, MLP formulations deploy more nodes than other formulations. In MUP, additional sensors can be placed if the increase in the network lifetime due to additional sensors is at least proportional to the number of additional sensors.
The next set of experiments compare NU of the networks synthesized in the previous experiments. In these experiments, given the sensor positions (determined by the first set of experiments in Table I ) and base station positions (4 base stations are located as shown in Fig.l) , the objective is to maximize the time till the desired coverage is maintained. Dividing the network lifetime by the number of nodes deployed gives NU. Fig. 2 shows the NU of the networks under constant and adaptive transmission power models. The NU of the networks synthesized by MSP and MCP are the same because the sensor positions determined by MSP and MCP in the first set of experiments happen to be identical. Since MSP and MCP do not take energy efficiency into consideration, their NU'values are the least.
Networks synthesized by M W have the highest NU followed by the MLP. Clearly, a judicious placement of sensors in the sensor fieId can significantly increase the network lifetime.
The NU of networks in the adaptive transmission power models are roughly double the NU in constant transmission power models. Clearly, equipping sensors with power control transmitters can significantly increase the NU.
To In the adaptive transmission power model the multi-hop communication is more energy efficient than direct transmission. However, at short distances, the energy consumed in internal processing and receiving the data dominates which makes direct transmission more efficient than multi-hop transmission. Therefore, as the node density increases (average distance between nodes decreases), the number of additional sensors and number of relays decrease (See Table. I and 11). The saving percentage drops with the increase in node density. In the constant power model energy can be saved by minimizing the number of hops the data packets have to traverse to reach a base station. Since the minimum hop path can be abridged at relatively few places, the number of relays required and the percentage saving values are smaller in MEP(C) than in MEP(A). Results in Table. I1 indicate that relay placements improve the NU of networks synthesized by MUP significantly. Overall, MUP strategy is better than other deployment strategies.
XII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated the joint problem of determining sensor, relay and,base station placements, and finding bandwidth-constrained energy-efficient routes while ensuring desired level of coverage, connectivity and robustness. The practicality, effectiveness and performance of proposed strategies have been studied through simulations.
Our techniques of determining strategic placements of nodes are useful when a modest number of nodes are to be deployed and reasonable terrain information is available. For example, in many indoor applications (involving factories or industrial units or airports) where floor plans are available, our approaches are readily applicable.
We recognize that I I P formulations are NP-hard to solve.
Since placement problems are off-line problems, more computational time and power can be devoted for their solutions. Hence, modest size of problems can be solved to optimality and good feasible solutions can be obtained for large size of problems using techniques such as LP Relaxation or Lagrangian Relaxation [ 151. Moreover, the solutions of ILP formulations can be useful in benchmarking an approximation aIgorithm or a heuristic. It is interesting to develop polynomial time heuristic algorithms for large size of problems.
